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Kurzbeschreibung
Luxembourg company, specialised in injection moulding of
thermoplastic parts, battery boxes and lids, injection
moulds, traction cells, is looking for producers and offers
its services as well.
A German manufacturer of solar street lights and LED
lampheads for the replacement of conventional lighting
sources is looking for distribution partners for solar street
lights in Europe. The company is also interested in
reciprocal production.
Italian company that produces and realizes services
integrated for the industry, general switchboards,
automation, is willing to establish partnership agreements
for joint investments (merger or exchange of shares) and is
looking for partners with experience for joint ventures in
other countries, with the aim of to benefit of the
experience of already active enterprises in the country of
destination and to develop produced and more complete
and competitive services and to have greater force
negotiate them. The company is looking for transport and
logistic services. The company is offering its ability and
experience in the field for subcontracting services.
A Slovak company manufacturing LED lightning is looking
for a partner for joint venture.
Italian company specialized in the production of electric
motors is searching for European distributors and partners
for the reciprocal production of electric motors and its
components.
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French company manufacturing illuminated signages (on
boards safety signage, traffic data, traffic light signage) is
looking for trade intermediary services and joint-venture.
A German company working in the field of photovoltaic
(modules, photovoltaic system components and
installation) is looking for trade intermediary services and
offers franchise, joint ventures and subcontracting
activities in various EU-countries. The company is also
offering merger or exchange of shares.
A UK company specialising in the design and manufacture
of pressure and temperature measurement and control
devices is looking to cooperate on a joint venture or
licensing basis with companies who have new products or
product designs. The company will also consider being a
distributor in the UK for relevant products.
The Slovenian company, manufacturer of specialized
products for automotive industry, electrical and
mechanical engineering, and white goods manufacturers, is
looking for a partner for joint venture and merger or
exchange of shares, a partner for reciprocal production
and is offering subcontracting activites. The company also
sales a complete company or a part of it.
A Polish company is a leader in comprehensive
implementation of modern biometrics technologies
(fingerprints) and RFID solutions. The company is offering
trade intermediay services (agent, representative,
distributor) and is looking for joint venture possibilities,
reciprocal production and subcontracting/outsourcing
agreements.
A British SME offers advanced technical capability in the
design of highly reliable embedded equipment for
controlling engines, vehicles, machines, electric motors,
actuators. It is seeking partners who are engine designers
or vehicle designers and is requiring the capability to
control fuel and systems. They are seeking cooperation
through joint venture, commercial agreement (trade
intermediaries- request) and/or subcontracting services
(offer).
A Polish company, which is dealing with electronic projects
and designing electronic and optic devices, is looking for
European partners active in the electronic sector. The
company is interested in technical and reciprocal
production co-operation and sub-constracting activities for
foreign partner.
A Polish company specialized in design of equipment for
manufacturing of electronic components is offering
subcontracting services to manufacturers of electronic
components with an array of products used in the
worldwide web infrastructure, computing, networking,
wireless communication, power conversion, defense,
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aerospace, automotive and consumer electronics. The
Polish company seeks also partners interested in reciprocal
production where Polish party would design and foreign
party manufacture products.
French company specialised in : - precision numerical
control machining (prototypes and medium batches) special machine design and realization - precision press
tool design and realization - erosion machining, (laser
engraving), is looking for production and subcontracting
cooperation.
A leading Bulgarian company in the sphere of production of
drives and control systems, whereas its main focus is on
producing servo drives, electrical engines, controllers, etc.
The company is seeking cooperation in developing joint
projects for machine building with other companies, where
the partner input is to produce the mechanics part of a
machine or technological line, while the Bulgarian
company is to secure the driving and controlling
components. Joint venture and subcontracting is offered.
Greek company manufacturing and trading metal
structures, such as modern furnaces, energy hearths for
fireplaces and inox chimneys is interested in cooperating
with traders, importers and distributors in other countries
and is offering subcontracting services.
A Hungarian company specialised in assembling of different
objects is looking for partners for cooperation or is ready
to undertake wage work.
A Hungarian company acting on the field of electric
implementation and producing high voltage switchboards is
offering itself as a subcontractor and looking for companies
acting in the building industry, real estate development,
and general contractors.
A Hungarian company after exploratory drilling have found
a source of very good quality mineral water at a depth of
350m. The water quality certification and the exploition
permission has been already approved by Hungarian
Authorities. They have the financial background for
exploitation and seek partners for joint investment to pack
and sell the good. They seek partners with wide range of
distribution networks.
A Polish company operating in electrical and automatic
branch connected with water supply and sewerage is
looking for international subcontracting cooperation and
reciprocal production.
A Maltese company having a portfolio of blue-chip clients
coming from the industrial as well as the automotive
sectors. The company is positioned to provide a high
quality, flexible but lower cost electronics manufacturing
service & electro mechanical assembly service to European
industry preferring to keep outsourced processes "closer to
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home" for cost, logistical and quality reasons.
Bulgarian producer, operating in the field of low-voltage
and medium-voltage equipment is looking for distributors,
as well as for joint-venture cooperation and
subcontracting.
Greek company specialized in renewable energy, seeks
partner for joint venture and licensing agreements.
French manufacturer of special rotary machines such as
asynchronous motors is looking for trade intermediary or
reciprocal production.
A Polish company, which is mainly dealing with
anticorrosive security operations for steel constructions
through galvanizing cells, is looking for reciprocal
production agreements and is ready to act as a
subcontractor.
Bulgarian company specialized in production, design and
mounting of lighting fixtures, home and foreign trade of
lighting fixtures, is looking for trade intermediary services
and franchise. Moreover, the company is offering
reciprocal production.
A Hungarian company specialised in cable and wire
manufacturing is looking for partners who need their
services in cable assembly processes, manufacturing cable
harnesses and mounted wires.
A Greek based company located in Athens , specialized in
the manufacture of A/C units for vehicles and other
products associated with Hydrogen and Fuel Cell
technologies & Renewable Energy Sources (RES) is looking
for counterparts interesting in trade intermediary services,
joint venture and/or reciprocal production.
German company specialised in the field of process
automation, electrical engineering, instrumentation,
power engineering and digital systems for measurement
and control is looking for cooperation partners (reciprocal
production, outsourcing)
A German producer of special refulgences, LED-refulgences
and individual refulgences intends to be a supplier for
Austrian and Italian architects, construction clients and
illumination planners; thus this company intends to act as a
subcontractor for special refulgences or to co-operate with
other companies (reciprocal production) for instance to
produce semi-finished products/lightning solutions.
A small Polish manufacturer of industrial switchgear,
control cabinets for devices controlling and builder of
power and control wiring systems is looking for trade
intermediary. The company is also looking for reciprocal
production ageements and offers subcontracting.
A Catalan company with wide experience in electrical field
is looking for reciprocal production and distribution in the
medicine markets but also in the railway and energy
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markets.
A Romanian company specialised in Electronic
Manufacturing Services is looking for trade intermediary
services, reciprocal production or subcontracting
agreement
Slovak company manufacturing magnetic circuits is looking
for a trade intermediary services, joint venture partner
and for a sale/acquisition of a complete company or a part
of it.
A Polish company which continues a 25-year tradition of
clutch and brake production is looking for agents and
representatives of its products. The company is also
interested in co-production and is offering subcontracting
activities. Moreover the company is offering franchise with
potential partners in order to expand its activity.
The Czech company concerned with the complete
development, production and service of own special
devices for health care is looking for a trade intermediary
services, joint venture partner and for a sale/acquisition of
a complete company or a part of it. Offers
subcontracting/outsourcing activities and joint venture
cooperation.
A German company specialised in electronic development
and construction know-how and the main production areas
for hardware and software are looking for partners for the
production of substations, the distribution of electronic
controls and the purchasing of vendor parts. The company
offers the production of substations and the product
development of machine controls as well as distribution
services.
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